MUSIC @ SFOA
ENSEMBLE PROGRAM HIRE FORM

With the introduction of St Monica’s music teachers, students at St Francis have the opportunity to learn one of the instruments listed below FOR FREE!! (A hiring / maintenance fee will apply)

- Violin
- Cello
- Flute
- Clarinet
- Trumpet
- Trombone
- Alto Saxophone

This fantastic opportunity, allows us to offer our students complimentary tuition for the first year of enrolment to encourage student participation and to acknowledge the financial commitment required by families when it comes time to purchase a musical instrument. Students will have the opportunity to hire an instrument from the school or purchase their very own instrument from a recommended brand and music store.

We ask all parents to please read the information and instructions provided carefully as they are put in place to ensure your child’s maximum involvement and development in the Music Program. Please complete and return the instrument hire forms to the office.

We hope that you will join with us in enjoying the music-making experience offered here at St Francis. Thank you for your support.

Yours sincerely,

Mr Mark Basile  
Principal

Mrs Pina Fusillo  
Music Administrator

INSTRUMENT PURCHASE / HIRE

- **PURCHASE**  Please seek advice from our Music Staff before purchasing

- **HIRE**  $120 per semester  
*ONLY AVAILABLE TO ENSEMBLE PROGRAM ENROLMENTS

HIRE / PURCHASE CONDITIONS - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

- All instruments hired require a hiring form to be completed and submitted prior to collection.
- All instruments need to be collected and returned by students accompanied by a parent.
- Instruments are leased yearly with fees paid on a semester basis of $120 per semester.
- All instruments hired out are property of the school and any loss/damage will incur payment or replacement.
INSTRUMENT HIRE FORM

STUDENT’S NAME ____________________________________________

GRADE ______

PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME ______________________________________

PARENT/GUARDIAN EMAIL ______________________________________

CONTACT PHONE NO. __________________________________________

INSTRUMENT
Please select the instrument you would like to learn Private / Shared Lesson or Ensemble Lesson

NEW ENSEMBLE PROGRAM - INSTRUMENTS AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS IN YEARS 4 TO 6 TO HIRE

☐ VIOLIN ☐ TRUMPET ☐ FLUTE ☐ ALTO SAXOPHONE
☐ CELLO ☐ TROMBONE ☐ CLARINET

INSTRUMENT NO. / SERIAL NO. _________________________________

PURCHASE / HIRE ☐ PURCHASE
☐ HIRE - $120 per semester

PARENT / GUARDIAN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CONSENT
I have read and agree to the terms and conditions of the Instrumental Hire Program. I have also discussed with my child the expectations and responsibilities of hiring an instrument from the school.

Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________________________________

Student Signature: ____________________________________________

Signed Date: ________________